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About CTI
One of the major R&D institutes in Greece

Has undertaken more than 85 R&D projects

The team involved in Privacy Flag works within CTI’s Research Unit 1 (RU1) which consists of 7 
Faculty Members, 9 PhD Researchers and 20 Engineers-PhD Students

The CTI team is involved in relevant FP7 and national projects in the privacy/security, 
crowdsensing/crowdsourcing and IoT (PROTOS, ABC4Trust, IoT Lab)



Future Current threats



Smartphone Privacy Invasion in action
It was revealed that the most commonly used flashlight apps are secretively stealing the users’ personal information stored on 
their mobile devices.

In reality these apps have put the security and privacy of smartphone users at risk just by requesting for fanatical permissions
which naïve users adhere to.

Downloading from Google Play doesn’t ensure the security of any app.

Source:TheHackerNews https://thehackernews.com/



Smartphone Privacy Invasion in action
XcodeGhost



Smartphone Privacy Invasion in action

Total Malware (2013 – 2017) New Malware (2013 – 2017)



Smartphone Privacy Invasion in action



Smartphone Privacy Invasion in action

2014 results



Web Privacy Invasion in action
Device fingerprinting is the capability of a site to identify a visiting user

via configuration settings or other observable characteristics. In the "ideal"
case, all web client machines would have a different fingerprint value
(diversity), and that value would never change (stability). Panopticlick
demonstrates the kind of information obtained:



The Top25 Web Privacy Threat Matrix

Crowdsourcing monitoring of privacy risks with 
distributed agents 

The problem to address Output

1 Does the website provide data encryption (SSL/TLS)? True / False

2 Does the website provide HSTS? True / False

3
Is the encryption method (cipher suite) negotiated

between client and server considered as secure?
True / False

4
What information does the website/server directly

learn about a user (using forms)?

submitted 

information

5
Does the website use a trustworthy certification

chain?
True / False

6 Does the website use Certificate pinning? True / False

7 Which communication parties is data transferred to? list of parties

8 Does the website use HTTP cookies? [0…n]

9 Does the website use Third party cookies? [0…n]

10 Does the site exploits users Web history? True / False

11 Does the website use HTML5 Web SQL database True / False

12 Does the website use LSOs? [0…n]

13 Does the website use Supercookies? [0…n]

The problem to address Output 

14 Does the website use technologies with known security issues - PDF? True / False

15 Does the website use known fingerprinting techniques? [0…n]

16
Does the website use technologies with known security issues -

Flash?
True / False

17
Does the website contain links to malicious sites (Google’s Safe

browsing API)?
[0…n]

18
Does the website use potentially dangerous advanced HTML5 APIs:

Web Audio API?
True / False

19
Does the website use potentially dangerous advanced HTML5 APIs:

WebRTC?
True / False

20
Does the website use potentially dangerous advanced HTML5 APIs:

Geolocation (GPS)?
True / False

21
Does the website use technologies with known security issues -

ActiveX?
True / False

22 Does the website use technologies with known security issues - Java? True / False

23
Does the website use technologies with known security issues -

Silverlight?
True / False

24 Does the website use HTML5 Local Storage? True / False

25
Does the website comply with any known privacy policy eTrust, P3P,

published privacy policy?
True / False



Browsers: The weak link in Web Privacy
Browserscope is a community-driven project for profiling web browsers. The
goals are to foster innovation by tracking browser functionality and to be a
resource for web developers.



Browsers: Security != Privacy
All modern browsers have a “Do not track” option
Chrome

Has discrete privacy settings 

Google stores a lot of information on their servers but none of it is used to identify users 
according to google

There is no clear indication for the duration these data are stored.

Firefox

Clearly explains in their privacy policy what information is collected based on the features used. 

All of the information sent is opt-in, not opt-out, and none of it is personally identifiable

The privacy policy also includes information about what Mozilla shares with third parties upon 
request.

Other browsers:

Opera collects very little information and all of it is stored as aggregate

Apple has a global privacy policy, as well as a commitment to customer privacy

Internet explorer has different privacy policies with each new version

Bottomline: Firefox is the most privacy enabled browser, with a clear privacy policy. But, in 
essence all browsers are similar regarding privacy issues.



Browsers: The weak link in Web Privacy

Mozilla Firefox AddOnsBrowser overall AddOns



lessons NOT learned: ΙοΤ (in)security
“Internet of things” becomes part of our 
life

 Animate and inanimate will be 
interconnected

 Unique identification between each other

Billion devices are connected already

More and more devices will be connected in the 
near future 

The more the devices the largest the ATTACK
surface



lessons NOT learned: ΙοΤ (in)security

SHODAN

Source: http://www.shodanhq.com/



Privacy Challenges
None of the above solutions provides a holistic approach 
(web, mobile, IoT)

Techno-legal challenges

Technical vs Human solution



About PrivacyFlag



Advantages of crowdsourcing

Mobilizes large crowds of people who volunteer to contribute towards the 
collection of environmental data and information or their behavior itself. 

The experimenters can derive useful global information about the 
evolution of a physical phenomenon or explain an observed macroscopic 
behavior of the crowd population itself 

Collecting data from a large number of individuals leads to accurate 
intelligence.

Example: 800 people estimated the weight of a slaughtered and dressed 
ox, with 99% accuracy of the true weight.



Crowdsourcing Issues

Crowdsourcing characterizes large scale experimental set-ups which 
engage large numbers of individuals.

For people to be willing to engage in the crowdsourcing scheme they need 
to trust the crowdsourcing authority. 

Individuals can be offered diverse incentives (monetary or other) to 
compensate for their participation and the use of their mobile phones and 
other devices  

Machine learning and other techniques can be used to process the 
individuals’ data and extract useful information

Using internet enabled devices, they interact with specialized information 
systems that collect and process information.



Crowdsourcing - How can help PrivacyFlag
Collect and process few bits of information from a large number of 
systems (crowdsourcing) rather than a vast amount of data from a limited 
number of systems (traditional approach)

The sum of the PrivacyFlag manual and automatic analysis is the 
crowdsourced decision  

The more users , the better the accuracy



The Privacy Flag Crowdsourcing model 



The Top25Threat Matrix is analyzed automatically as well as manually 

Crowdsourcing monitoring of privacy risks with 
distributed agents and humans



Crowdsourcing monitoring of privacy risks with 
distributed agents  - SmartPhones

Crowdsourcing: Let the users choose what is (privacy-
related) important: Borda count

Different privacy perspective of a businessman (my 
contacts) than of a teenager (my photos and sms) 



PrivacyFlag Threat Observatory
http://150.140.193.133:2080/privacy/addon/new_metrics.php

Various metrics are depicted.

http://150.140.193.133:2080/privacy/addon/new_metrics.php


Last words 




